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ABSTRACT
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by Imposing physical constraints allowing to avert the pathological

features of gravity at the strong field domain. This would restrict

the choice of the Lagrangian fora.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the early years following the advent of Einstein's theory of

general relativity (GR), attempts at constructing alternative gravitational
models had been made which essentially aimed to unify gravity with

electromagnetism. By employing the electromagnetic analogy, a quadratic

Lagrangian of the scalar curvature R had first been introduced to replace

the Hilbert linear Lagrangian L - Vg R of GR.

Hlthin the last two decades more attention had been given to gravit-

ational theories based on Lagrangians of non-linear structures which would

allow averting the known setbacks of GR, e.g. the appearance of singularities

and the lack of amenability to quantization or unification with other physical

laws.

Motivated by the idea that singularity and quantizabllity of CR

are incompatible, some authors have shown that quantum gravity does remove

the classical singularities of Einstein's theory. Thus, interest in theories

with quadratic and non-linear R Lagrangians has grown. Also, It is believed

that by employing such Lagrangians, singularities should disappear even in the

classical vacuum solutions of the resulting equations

On the other hand, superstrlngs have recently been proposed as a

quantum-Mechanical framework for bridging the gap between gravity and other

fundamental forces. But despite the mathematical appeal of such a model, no

quantum gravitational theory as yet has been formulated which can, uniquely

and consistently, describe gravity at all energy levels .

This situation would direct our attention back to the theories of

non-linear Lagrangians, and suggest that achieving a classical non-singular

generalization of GR should perceed the search for its quantized version.

In this paper, we exploit generalized fourth-order equations of

gravitation ' derived from a very general Lagrangian L - L(H). This leads

to a metric space-time whose behaviour should be governed by certain rqulre-

ments, like the asymptotic flatness, and the regularity at high curvature

domains. The resulting metric Is a Lagrangian-dependent, whence these require-

ments would impose constraints on the choice of the Lagrangian Itself whose

form can thus be a posteriori specified.

2. A GENERALIZED STATIC ISOTROPIC SPACE-TIME METRIC

He employ the following generalized gravitational equation for a
8)

general Lagrangian L * L(R) , i.e.
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(R; p,v
L"(H)

with • = ;o:p gp0 the invariant d'Alembert operator, the semicolon denoting

the covariant differentiation and the prime denoting the derivative by the

scalar curvature H • and where the Ricci curvature tensor is defined
Mw ......1 9)u\* -1 Q)

by the metric tensor g - (g ) in the usual notation -

We now use the static lsotropic spherical co-ordinates (t,r,9,#) in

the invariant proper tlstt Interval

-ds'

where

and

dt2

A(r), g e e - r
2 ,

gtt Osin
28

8uv for

(2)

(3)

Then by calculating the values of R , R. ,y and R, for u,v,A - t,r,8,+

and by using that with (3) in Eq.(l) we find that out of the 16 components of

H only 3 are independent, whereas all the others identically go to zero.

Thus we have

Hee

and

F>

- f» L"
L' - i AL - 0

h-\)] L" ReeL' " T L

(4)

where the dot signifies differentiation with respect to radial distance r.
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We have also from (4) the following-relations:

Hrr + S Htt "

Hrr " T H86 "

and

Htt + 7 Hee

Further, since

• ' - i R ( i + | ) L » + (Rrr + ftRtt)L-

L « - | ( i + f > L « + (Hrr- JjBe8)L'

J? Ree>

(6)

(7)

(8)

then Eq.(6) yields

R2L'"+ fcV1 - <*• + |) (| LV + i L1) - 0 .
A D 4- r

Also by (5) one gets

A B , , i L " ' 2 R . 4 , 2 A (2L - RL')
A " B ^V R

 + r + 3j^"i7'

from which one obtains

where c is an arbitrary constant.

Now substituting R from (9) in (10) yields

(9)

(10)

(U)

(12)

(13)

Also, by making use of (3) and (8) we obtain

A("i + i) _ IE
 L" (1 . 1) + i . 1 i + 1 B

_ a D 1 II

Then by eliminating the term | R f jjr in this equation by (12) and thence

eliminating g and ^ by (10), the resulting relationships will express

the metric tensor components g and g in terms of only r, R(r), L and

their derivatives, i.e.

A(r)
rf + i- (RL' - 2L)

3RL"

and (11) yields



a t t - -«r> " " ^_L...

Moreover, Eqs.(12) and (13) lead to

. 2 2 o R t"
±- (I) - i + 5_..(3R + 2L - RL1) + f- x t r r ' <">
dr A XI A A a Li

A l s o , c a l c u l a t i n g t h e v a n i s h i n g c o m b i n a t i o n H g g - j t H - O b y ( 4 ) a n d ( 5 )

y i e l d s

A B 2 2A 2rRA rA L . , • L" , 1 T ,

Hence for the constant curvature R • R_,Eqs.(l6) and (17) will, respectively,

reduce to

Q 0 [ ^ g ] (18)
and

[2 + p(lO r2]22

A(RQ) = A0(r) [l + ̂  + rdlg) r2]

B(B0) , BQ(r) - - O e

with Cj and k^ being constant numbers and where

r ( V - ro s h t3Ro + 2Lo - V<o

p(R0) • P0 = ^ " - j j T

(20)

(21)

and

Evidently, Eqs.(lS) and (19) are reducible to Schuargschild's metric as well

as to Einstein and De Sitter spaces as special cases, it Is thus believed

that for certain choices of the Lagrangian with R - R(r), the metric tensor

components (14) and (15) will exhibit no singular behaviour.

3. A LAGRANGIAN-DEPENDENT SOLUTION

Eq.(19) can be written as

2V r )
(Ro ' 2% } Ao (22)

where

D<*> ' I ^ dr (23)

Then by considering the correspondence between (15) and (22) we notice that
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_ ^ expg J iBU^nl A(r)
r*RZL"^ LJ J R L "

J

Hence by comparison we get

and

c2A

(RL' - 2L)

Therefore we can set

rR(RL' - 2L) L" » c2(RQ -

where c^ is a new arbitrary constant, or

rRL" 3 (R° ' "t?
TT" 2 ci <RL' ) '

cl*0 2 V r )

(Ro - EJ* V

Lo, -2V

(24)

Thus we obtain the following expression for R in terms of r, R and L with

its derivatives, i.e.

R(r) -

-2«0(r)

2(RL' - 2L)L" r

Further, by differentiating (24) one gets

(25)

(26)

By virtue of expressions (25) and (26) the metric tensor component of (14)

now yields

., , _ 2 V r > + <=2«X
-240(r)

- [GL(R)

where
3 p ( V

and

a i (2R -

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)
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Now if we set S - JtQ in (27) we will have. In view of (18), the

following
2

(31)

" D, (K.)]

Furthermore, using (25) and (29) in (15) yields

4Ur)
L ( R ) A(H) rdrl ,

(32)

where c, is a new constant.

Thus expressions (27) and (32) provide the generalized Lagrangian-

dependent solution for the static isotropic metric.

4. DISCUSSION

In order to express A and B in terms of the radial distance from

the gravitational centre we first choose a suitable non-linear Lagrangian,

which should lead to no pathological behaviour of the metric in the vicinity

of the source, where gravity Is strong and which at large distances, where

the field is weak, conforms with Newtonian limit and asymptotically satifies

the flat space geometry, i.e.

A(-) - B(-) (33)

The resulting metric would share with general relativity all its success In

the weak-gravity regions while becoming advantageous by exhibiting no singular

behaviour at any finite distance from the gravitating centre, where gravity

is essentially strong. It allows cosnologlcal solutions of Einstein's static

universe and with more constraints yields de Sitter spacetlme and Schvarzschlld's

solution of Einstein's vacuum equation.

The non-singularity of the metric at strong field limit nay allow a

hope of linking gravity with quantum theory. This is motivated by the fact

that quantizable theories are basically nonsingular and that singularities

arising in classical equations are usually averted by quantization.

It is noticed that since r enters quadratically in Eqs.(27) and (32)

therefore no singularity will be observed at Schwarzschlld's or any finite

radius. It is also noticed from (27) and (31) that at r - 0, although

AQ(0) - 0 the function A(0) essentially does not vanish, i.e.
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A(0) QL(K) (34)

This holds if a suitably chosen Lagrangian is employed, namely a Lagrangian

including a quadratic Ft term. The possible link with quantum mechanics would

suggest that the non-vanishing of A at r « 0 may be interpreted as due to a

quantum effect caused by the strong influence of gravity near the centre. But

generally, the value of A(r) resulting from the competition among different

terms depend on the choice of the Lagrangian. Therefore, the Lagrangian can

be chosen in a way that in the weak energy areas the term A- becomes dominant,

whereas at strong field region, i.e. in the vicinity of the gravitating

centre, the non-linearity in L will give the essential contribution to the

metric.

Further, in Eq.(27) the factor 2 in 2A- appears as a result of applying

the generalized gravitational field equations. This factor may be interpreted

as double counting of the gravitational effect due to the mutual interaction

between the field and its source. That is why, where there is no such inter-

action at r « 0 and r « «, *Q(r) automatically vanishes as it is evident from

Eq.Ol), i.,e.

Ao{0) - Ao(-) - 0 (35)

In the end we admit that the lntegrability of (25) relies on the choice of

L - L(R), e.g. for a simple form L - aRn with n > 2, where a and n are constants,

we get by integration the following expression

f c-p (2n-l)2 ,
S(r) - ^ - l - 2 I

l_2aV(n-l)(n-2) J

-26Q(r)

dr + constant

Hence by substituting this expression for this choice of the Lagrangian, in

(27) and (32), one reaches the exact solution of the metric coefficients A

and B as a function of the radial distance r. In this line one may elaborate

more on considering such solutions with an appropriately'chosen on-linear

Lagrangian.
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